The structure was solved by Patterson methods and extension of the model was accomplished by direct methods applied to difference structure factors using the program DIRDIF.The positional and anisotropic displacement parameters for the non-hydrogen atoms were refined. Some atoms showed unrealistic displacement parameters when allowed to vary anisotropically, suggesting dynamic disorder (dynamic means that the smeared electron density is due to fluctuations of the atomic positions within each unit cell). The smeared electron density for F222...F224 has been described by two site occupancy factors, each with a value of 0.5, with separately refined displacement parameters. The hydrogen atoms were included in the final refinement riding on their carrier atoms with their positions calculated by using sp2 or sp3 hybridization at the C-atom as appropriate with Uiso = c x Uequiv of their parent atom, where c = 1.2 for the non-methyl hydrogen atoms and c = 1.5 for the methyl hydrogen atoms and where values Uequiv are related to the atoms to which the hydrogen atoms are bonded. The methyl-groups were refined as rigid groups, which were allowed to rotate freely. 
